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Each book by Jack Kerouac is unique, a
telepathic diamond. With prose set in the
middle of his mind, he reveals
consciousness itself in all its syntatic
elaboration, detailing the luminous
emptiness of his own paranoiac confusion.
Such rich natural writing is nonpareil in
later half XX century, a synthesis of
Proust,
Celine,
Thomas
Wolfe,
Hemingway, Genet, Thelonius Monk,
Basho, Charlie Parker, and Kerouacs own
athletic sacred insight.Big Surs humane,
precise account of the extraordinary
ravages of alcohol delirium tremens on
Kerouac, a suerior novelist who had
strength to complete his poetic narrative, a
task few scribes so afflicted have
accomplishedothers crack up. Here we
meet San Franciscos poets & recognize
hero Dean Moriarty ten years after On the
Road. Jack Kerouac was a writer, as his
great peer W.S. Burroughs says, and here
at the peak of his suffering humorous
genius he wrote through his misery to end
with Sea, a brilliant poem appended, on the
hallucinatory Sounds of the Pacific Ocean
at Big Sur. Allen Ginsberg

Big Sur Camping Guide, Big Sur California The classic drive through Big Sur, along twisting Highway 1, offers plenty
of pullovers at places like seen-it-in-a-million-car-commercials Bixby Bridge. Stop at Big Sur Pictures U.S. News
Travel The beauty of Big Sur is a feast for the eyes. On one side of the highway, visitors are treated to unmatched views
of the Pacific Ocean. On the other side sit the News for Big Sur Big Sur is a survivor. Heres a look at how the iconic
stretch of California is springing back from a challenging 2017. Big Sur travel - Lonely Planet En route, youll pitstop
on the Monterey Peninsula before snaking along through the wilderness of Big Sur. It needs our tourism more than ever,
Big Sur Hotels Post Ranch Inn Carmel Luxury Resort Guide to the best hotels and things to do in Big Sur. Maps, travel
tips and more. 15 Best Things to Do in Big Sur - 2018 (with Photos) - TripAdvisor Big Sur Bakery invites you to slow
down and come to your senses. We take the time to develop flavors worthy of enhancing the natural beauty of our local
Big Sur - Wikipedia Ventana Big Sur offers a luxury resort experience, Perched on the edge of the continent in Big Sur,
overlooking the dramatic California coastline. Big Sur Beach Guide, Big Sur California Big Sur offers several different
beachcombing opportunities. View the spectacular Big Sur coastline from the cliffs or walk along the shoreline. Pfeiffer
Beach has Ventana Big Sur Big Sur is a rugged section of Californias Central Coast between Carmel Highlands and San
Simeon, where the Santa Lucia Mountains rise abruptly from the Nepenthe Big Sur Hotels & Lodging Guide. Official
and complete list of all lodging in Big Sur, California.
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